
The Idea Vault
Narrowing Your Idea Focus

How do we select the best ideas ? Search



Welcome to
The Idea
Vault!

Are you ready to play? 

You have a wealth of
brilliant ideas, and it can
be a challenge to select
which to take forward to
develop.
This game will help you
decide and select winning
ideas.



Rules of
The Idea
Vault
How this game works

Ideas are chosen at random from your
previous Ideas Generation sessions

You must travel through the game,
answering the questions, until the idea
is either shortlisted as a winner, or goes
into the Ideas Vault!

The Ideas Vault is a place to park ideas
that might not be attainable right now,
but perhaps worth considering in
future.

Keep playing until you have discussed
all of your ideas and have a shortlisted
selection.

If an answer to a question can't be
mutually agreed, it goes to a vote.



(your name goes here) (your name goes here)

Your Game Masters (the facilitators)
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There is a total of
4 minutes
allotted for each
idea. There are
four rounds- you
have one minute
per question.

If you run out of
time, there is an
extra 20 seconds
per question to
vote YES or NO.
Majority wins.

Questions have
YES or No
answers and are
designed to be
answered
quickly.

If an Idea goes to
the Ideas Vault,
you start from
Round 1 with a
new Idea.

Winning Ideas
will be shortlisted
and presented at
the end of the
game.

How to Play The Idea Vault
Follow along and have fun!

1 2 3 4 5



Here you can add a
Project Brief or Defined

Question

What is your Project Brief? 



(insert idea 1 here)

(insert idea 2 here)

(insert idea 3 here)

(insert idea 4 here)

(insert ieda 5 here)

Ideas to discuss



Are you ready
to play?



Select your first idea.

Choose at random, each idea will get it's turn in the spotlight.
With your idea in mind, consider the following questions.



Does it answer the defined question
in your project brief?

 

YES NO 

(Input your selected Idea here.)Round 1



If you answered
YES, you can move

onto the next
round

 

If you
answered
NO, it goes

into the
Ideas Vault



Ideas can stay here for safe-keeping. They may not be right for this project, but could be
revisited in future.

Into the Vault!



Is this idea exciting to you?Round 2

Prompts:
Do you feel

inspired and
energised by this

idea?

Prompts:
Has this been

done before? Do I
feel overwhelmed

by it?

vs.

YES NO 



If you answered
YES, you can move

onto the next
round

 

If you
answered
NO, it goes

into the
Ideas Vault



Is it within the scope of the project?Round 3

Prompts:
Is it actionable

within our
timeline? 

Prompts:
Does it fit into our

budget? 

vs.

YES NO 



If you answered
YES, you can move

onto the next
round

 

If you
answered
NO, it goes

into the
Ideas Vault



Will it meet future needs?Round 4

Prompts
Does it fit the

purpose in the
long-term?

Prompts:
Will it need to be

revisited or
amended in the

near future?

vs.

NO YES 



If you answered
YES, you have a

Winning Idea!
 

If you
answered
NO, it goes

into the
Ideas Vault



Time for a quick water break! 
The Game Masters will

determine the Winning Ideas!

Break



Idea 1
Idea 2
Idea 3

Shortlisted
Winners

It's Results Time!

These ideas can be further
developed, and perhaps

considered for prototyping.



Ideas in the Vault

Idea 1 
Idea 2

Ideas can stay here for safe-keeping. They may
not be right for this project, but could be revisited

in future.



Thank you!
Until our next game!


